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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADV A CEO STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

ICBOOL 0' HlSTOaJCAL STUDI:!5

Dr. Robert Oppenheimer
at the Institute

Dear Robert,

February 13th, 1961

¥ay I remind you of the list of recipients of complimentary
copies of De Artibus, about which we spoke a while ago.

Rave you communicated to the Manager's Office the hope of
the School, and especially your hope, that we can extend hospitality
in September to a few European art historians coming for the Congress.
Three friends and colleagues, Andr6 Chastel of the Sorbonne, Jan van
Gelder, and Procacci of Florence, have expressed a wish to visit
Princeton, and I have discussed the possibilities in a preliminary
way with Mrs. Barnett.

Yours,

Millard Meiss

lI,M:dr
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January 25th, 1961

:r. Willi_ B. Harvey, Director
New York Univerait7 Press
Washington Square
lIew York 3. liew York

Dear Mr• Harvey,

I appreciate very much ;your willingness to give me so f'ull
and clear an account of t.he problem of pricing t.he b k. I am
inclined t.o stick t.o the list price of 30.00 and the short
di count t.hat. you describe. If, however, you feel st.rong4'
about. raising the "rice to $35.00, I would not. strenuously oppose
the IIIOve. Unless I hear from you ~in, then, I will assume
that. ve have agreed on 30.00.

Thank you for t.he ll8IIlJlles of cards to be Ulled wit.h presen
t.ation copies. ~~ choice ia t.he one pinned t.o this lett.er.
Int.o the space below the medallion, the following should be
typed: With t.h c liments of t.he Inatit.ute for Advanced St.udy.
Bo card need be put. into the copies sent. t.o the contribut.ors t.o
the 'folume. I 8IIl sending a circular to them. infoming them
of t.he arrival of a copy of t.he book and eventuall.;y of reprinta.

I wonder whether you would be kind enough t.o persuade
Bertha to send me some s8lllples of blac:lt cloth and the t.entative
designs for the cover of the book, bot.h of which I have been
request.ing for IIlSIlT weeks. The sheet.s are, as I understand,
due in a. couple of veeke and it. would be nice t.o a.void in this
laat decision on the book the kind of lat.e subn18don, decision
under pressure, aDd compl'Olllise, that. have been so conspicuous
in the earlier st.ages.

1"61t.htully yours,

~a1llard ~.e1as

Professor of the H1stor,r of Art

:dr
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVA CED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

ICBOOL or BIITOIllCAL ITvoru January 9, 1961

Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey

Dear Robert:

During your absence I received, as a magni.ficent etrenne, an
advance copy of my "Festschrift without Fest," and I am amazed,
elated and moved. The two volumes embody an amount of work and care,
particularly on the part of the incomparable editor and the anonymous
bibliographer, which only a professional can fully appreciate, and
they are no less remarkable as a scholarly achievement than they are
beautiful to behold. The forty opuscula are, without exception, of
a quality not often found in a publication of this kind, and a good
many of them are of such distinction that I can say only: "Utinam
scripsissem. "

What touched us most deeply, however (I am inclUding Dora because
she is so kindly mentioned in the Preface as well as in several
articles), is the delightful spirit of mutual friendship and under
standing which seems to prevail among the contributors themselves.
One almost feels that they form a kind of invisible lOdge, and I know
that in many cases these bonds of congeniality and affection were
strengthened, in some, even forged, while the writers were members of
the Institute. I thus regard this Festschrift less as a personal
"tribute" (though I cannot deny that I do feel flattered) than as a
symbol of what the Institute has done - and, Millardo duce, continues
to do - for our beloved discipline. ----

My thanks, needless to say, go to you and the Trustees as well as
the contributors. To these I shall write individually if I live long
enough; but to you, dear Robert, I should like to say "thank you"
right now, and you would do me a favor by expressing my gratitude also
to the Trustees. Since the amount of this gratitude is not finite, I
cannot distribute my thanks among the recipients, including yourself,
according to any system of proportion.

With all good wishes from both of us to all of you,

Yours ever,

Erwin Panofsky

EP:rs
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETOS, NEW JERSEY

fCBOOL OP BISTOIlCAL STUDIES

Dr. Robert Oppenheimer, Director
The Institute For AdTanced study

Dear Robert:

October 12, 1959

Before long I shall have to make a decision and I
would be glad for your advice.

When establishing the bibliographical "style" of
the honorary publiaa.tion I chose that of the Art Bulletin,
and each contributor was given a copy of the Bulletin's
Notes For Contributors. Among these~ is a statement that
an expenditure of over ten per cent of the cost of composition
for alterations in articles once set up in galley proof must
be paid by the contributor. In the budget subDitted by the
New York University Press fifteen per cent was allocated, at
my recODIlIIendation, for this purpose. Unless given another
warning, some contributors will exceed this limit by two or
three hundred per cent: Heakscher, indeed, has written the
Press that he intends to do so.

If you will be good enough to tell me how closely I
must adhere to my budget, I shall know whether or not to at
tempt to enforce the limit on changes in proof. I would guess
that there is about a thousand dollars over - all at stake.

Millard Meiss

nL-
fA t;.. Ro CO /.Lt.•.u 10('.:5
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7 April 1959

This will authori you to charge t.be Publicationll Fund
and the IIUIII ot 07.80 I

!lrII. P. P. KanUIIl
!usc Re1a1nger }1U11eWII

Ccbridge 38, KusacbUllettll

tor editing papllrs tor thll Panofllky" festschrift, as arranged
by Profllllsor IIUII.

Robert. Oppenbei er
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

SCHOOL or HlITOIUCA.L STUDIES

Dr. Robert Oppenheimer, Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey

Dear Robert:

March 26, 1959

I have received during the past week two offers to print the
volume in honor of Pan. Neither comes from the Princeton University
Press, which decided a couple of years ago not to print books of this
kind and was unwilling to make an exception despite its very special
relationship to Pan as an author.

The estimates in hand are for similar but not quite identical books.
The New York University Press based its costs on a much better book than
Augustin--the paper much heavier and the margins on each page larger. I
would guess that their estimate for a book exactly like Augustin's would
reduce their figure by about $2,000.

Such considerations apart, Augustin~ estimated $20,740 for one
thousand copies of the books, delivered in Princeton. He would produce
the book in Gllickstadt. The New York University Press, which obtained
an estimate for the production of the book from its printer, Buehler in
Zurich, offered to produce the volume for $21,501. 75. Augustin is essen
tially a printer and not a publisher. He offers to distribute the books
for us but he is not in a position to market them as successfully as an
established publisher. The New York University Press, for instance, pro
poses to spend $1,500 to $2,000 on advertising; Augustin would do none of
that. New York University Press will provide, I have ascertained, other
services superior to Augustinls--better proof-reading, for example, though
of course here the final responsibility is ours.

The New York University Press is very eager to take on this book and
I was very well impressed by the competence of the three persons in the
Press who will share the work. Thev comprise a group superior to any other
I have so far encountered in university presses, with the single exception
of the Princeton University Press in its heyday ten years ago. The ability
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Dr. Oppenheimer
-2-

March 26, 1959

of the New York University Press to produce a handsome volume, using
their Swiss press, is demonstrated by Heckscher's Anato51, which has
just recently appeared.

In the light of these various factors I think our choice is abso
lutely clear and I am happy that you agree with me about this. I need
scarcely add that I have not ventured into the Harvard Press because
Ran had difficulties with them and it therefore seemed tactless to put
this book there.

New York University Press, like Augustin, will return to the Institute
seventy-five per cent of the net sales of the book. It is not yet clear to
me how maIV volumes we should print, but I am inclined to think that 1500
is about right. Since the estimate was based on a thousand copies, the
initial outlay for 1500 copies might increase; but if we sell most of them,
the final outlay will be less. In as IlUlch, however, as the book will be
less fancy than Heckscher's, I think that the unit cost will be less than
in the original estimate.

Peter Van Doren, the editor in charge, has agreed to the forlllllla:
Published for the Institute for Advanced Study by the New York University
Press. He will send to you in the next couple of weeks a contract for your
signature. If this raises any questions about which you wuld like my
opinion before signing, please send me a note. Betty Horton has my address.
Van Doren is also going to tell you something about the approximate chronology
of the payments.

I look forward with the greatest eagerness to reading your introduction
upon my return in June.

Sincerely,

Millard Meiss
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22 June 1959

Dear Millard:

This note be a disa?pointment to you;
it is a disappointment to me to be writ" ng it.
liter many weeks of work mId thought, I haw concluded
that I should not write the intro ction ftbich you
asked me to prepare. I have found that there is no
suitable theme. The matters on ftbich I am COIlIPStent,
though not all totally irrelevant to the Festschrift,
are nevertheless peripheral to Pan's life and work,
and i'llpertinent for 110 central a place in a tribute.
The tten which would be appropriate are not in any
true sense within rIl" c petence, and would be improper
for me.

Perhaps it is good for us to rediscover f'ro!II
time to time that by virtue of our knowing 80'll8thing
of our own work, we can appreciate our ignorance of
others, and respect the experti"e in each other.

With good wishes,

Robert Oppenheimer

Professor illard eiss
The Institute for Advanced Stud;y
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LIST OF CONTRIBUTORS TO THE VOLIDlE IN HONOR OF PANOFSKY

Buchthal, Hugo, Warburg Institute, Roman de TrOyeS; Tomb of Hector

Chew, Samuel, Bryn lo'.awr College, The Allegorical Chariot in English Literature
of the Renaissance

Cook, Jalter \oI.S., emeritus Institute of Fine Arts, New York University, Spanish
Franco-Gothic stucco Altar-frontals

Coolidge, John, Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University, Peter Harrison's First
Design for King's dhaDel, Boston

Coremans, Paul, Institut Royal du Patrilnoine Artistique,Brussels, La notation
des couleurs; essai d'application ~ primitifs flamands

Eisler, Colin, New York University and Metropolitan Museum of Art, The Athlete
of Virtue; the Iconography of Asceticism

Ettinghausen, Richard, Freer Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, The Fm?eror's
Choice

Ettlinger, L.D., Warburg Institute, Exemplum Doloris; Reflections on the
Laocoon Group

Frankl, Paul, Institute for Advanced Study, Boucher's Girl sm the Couch

Grodecki, Louis, }h1see des Plans-Reliefs, Paris, Les Vitraux de Saint-Denis.
L'Enfance du Christ.

Heckscher, William S., University of Utrecht, "Recorded from Dark Recollection"

Held, Julius, Columbia University, Flora, Goddess and Courtesan

Hofer, Philip, Houghton Library, Harvard University, Some Little Known Italian
Illustrations of COIIIParative Anatomy

Kantorowicz, ~st, Institute for Advanced Study, On Legal Haxims and Renais
~ Theories of Art

Katzenellenbogen, Adolf, Johns Hopkins University, Tympanum and Archivolts sm
the Portal of St. Honore at Amiens

Krautheilner, Richard, Institu:l:e of Fine Arts, New York University, The Archi
tecture of Sixtus II; ! Fifth Century Renas·cence

Ladner, Gerharl, Fordham University Vegetation Symbolis and the Renaissance
Concept

Lawrence,

Nordstr&l,

Marion, Barnard College, Three Pagan Themes in Christian Art
University of IJppsala,

Folke, A Goya's Portrait of the Four Ternoeraments
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LIST OF CONTRIBUTORS TO THE VOLUME IN aONOR OF PANOFSKY (2)

Rosenberg, Jakob, Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University, On the Meaning of
~ Bos ch ;)ra:n.ng

StechOlJ, '/olfgang, Oberlin College, Johann Sebastian Bach the Younger

Swarzenski, Banns, Boston Huseum of Fine Arts, l! Chalice and the Book
of Kings

Von der Osten, Gert, State MuseUl!l, Hanover, Studien !!! Jan Gossaert

eitzmann, Kurt, Princeton university, The Threnoff

Wind, Edgar, Oxford University, Platonic Tyranny and the Renaissance Fortuna

\{ormald, Francis, British Museum, The Throne of Solomon and St. Edward I s Chair

****:t**Jt*****

Later arrivals

Bier, Justus, University of Louisville, Hans Gottwalt of Lohr, ! Pupil of
Tilmann Riemenschneider at Saalford
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9/12/58

RO told Prof. Meiss that he woul d write
introduction for festschrift for Panofsky
70th birthday. Due March or April, 1959
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